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Chapelle-d'Angllion is a small village to the north of
Bourges in the department of the Cher, on the border of
Sologne* The Sologne, a region between the Cher and the Loire,
is a Icuid of marshes and ponds. It is speursely populated with
many decayed old mansions and chateaxix. It is in these sur¬
roundings that Henri-Alban Fournier was born on October 3,
1886. Fournier later changed his name to Alain-Fournier.
The traits of Sologne are worth noting, for it was a
background well suited for the adventure of Le Gremd Meaulnes.
As a matter of fact, Fournier frequently called Sologne the
country of his dreams.^
Fournier's father and mother were school teachers who
were born in the same department of the Cher. His mother, a
woman of peasant birth, had unusual powers of expression and
wrote charming poems and stories for Fotirnier and his sister
Isabelle. His father was from an euristocratic family whose
economic decline is portrayed in certain episodes of Le Grand
^Havelock Ellis, From Rousseau to Proust (Cambridge,




Chapelle-d'Angillon was for the most part the village
of Fournier's youth. However, it was in the small town of
£pineuil-le-Fleuriel, at the extreme north of the department
of Cher, where his parents served for a long time as the vil¬
lage teachers. It was there that he spent his childhood.
This was the region with which Fournier became well acquainted.
This was the region that made on him a profound impression,
and this was the region that he loved, although it was far
from the sea and frcxn international routes,^
vniile his parents were teachers at Epineuil-le-Fleuriel,
every year books arrived which were to be distributed as
school prizes. These books Fournier and his sister carried
to the attic to read beforehand. Their mother frequently
reprimanded them that too much reading was bad for their eyes.
The children, however, quickly learned to say that they had
only read one or two pages when asked how much they had read.
It was probably in this way that Fournier first read Robinson
Crusoe, a book that was to influence him a great deal, though
at first only as a story of actual adventure. The Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe marks the beginning of Fournier's attraction
to England, his land of adventure,
^Ibid,
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Fournier terminated his studies at Epineuil-le-Pleuriel»
receiving top honors in several categories: Prix d*Excellence»
Praaier Prix de Tableau d*Honneur» Pranier Prix de FremcjiZLis*
Premier Prix de Version Latine.^
Fournier later enrolled at the Lycee Voltaire in Paris»
vdiere he finished the classe de cinoui^e and the classe de
ouatriWe with top honors. He planned to sXip the classe de
troisiWe euid go immediately into classe seconde but during
the summer vacation he changed his mind, seemingly because
of his attraction to the ocean. He decided that the following
year he would become a naval officer.^
There are various experiences which may have led to this
absorbing interest in the sea. His father often toyed with
the idea of seeking a post overseas; one of his uncles had
been a "fusilier marin" in the Sudan; one of his father's
former pupils had gone to China and had returned with fantastic
souvenirs emd even more fantastic stories. All these early
fantasies, combined with the mood of depression Induced by
his stay in Paris at the Lycee Voltaire, led him at the age
of fifteen to leave the Lycee Voltaire and enroll at the
^Isabelle RiviWe, Images d'Tllain-Foumier (Paris:
£mile-Paul Freres, 1938), p. 158.
^Ibid., p. 159.
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naval academy in Brest.^
At Brest he was very successful in his studies. He
did well in mathematics hut he soon became dissatisfied.
Fournier rather bitterly remembers Brest as ”un lycee-caserne-
prlson...un enfer...une ville pluvieuse...une mer sans couleur."^
After sixteen months he left Brest and gave up the idea of a
naval career. However, his thirst for adventure remained
unquenched, a fact visible in his meuiy references to ships and
the sea.
Following his unhappy experience at Brest he enrolled in
a well-known secondary school located to the south of Paris,
the Lycee Lakanal. He went to Lakanal with the idea of pre¬
paring for the Fcole Normale Sup^rieure. Here his independent
temper quickly manifested itself in a revolt against Veirious
cuitiquated regulations and htimiliating obligations. He became
leader of a group of rebels and circulated revolutionary
petitions aimed at the school officials. Lakanal was also
significant to Fournier for another reason, for it was there
that he met Jacques Riviere who later became his brother-in-
law. At first Henri and Jacques were not close friends.
However, their friendship begem to blosscan one day in class
^Ibid.. p. 171.
^Aime Becker, Itineraire spiritual d*Alain-Fournier
(Paris: Qnile-Paul Freres, 1938), p. 41.
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as the instructor read Tel cm*en Songe by Heiuri de Regnier,
Both Foxirnier and Jacques's interest in Regnier lead to a long
and close association. Jacques describes their relationship
in this manner:
We came upon words chosen e:q>ressly for
ourselvesf without even knowing before
that such existed, chosen words which
not only caressed our sensibility but
revealed to us ovirselves. An unknown
spot was touched in our souls; a harp
we had not suspected within us, awoke
and replied.^
This interest in Regnier awakened in Fournier a latent interest
in literature.
During the vacation of Ascension week he met a young
girl who was to have a profound impact, on his life. Fournier
was walking along the Cours-la-Reine, near Lakanal, when he
saw a very beautiful girl whom he felt compelled to follow.
He rather cleverly introduced himself and offered to serve as
her guide. He learned that the girl's name was Yvonne and
that she came to Paris frc»n time to time to visit her aunt.
After Yvonne and Fournier became better acquainted they would
frequently meet and either walk or discuss literary works.
When Yvonne returned to her home in Toulon, they corresponded
by medLl. He was very perturbed one day when Yvonne wrote him
that he must not try to see her again. He later learned that
1
Ellis, op. cit., p. 350.
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Yvonne had married, but memory of her lingered in Fournier's
mind for a long time and was later echoed in Le Grand Meaulnes.
Added to his other woes was his failure to pass his Ecole Nor*-
male examination.
Fournier spent the stnumer holidays of 1905 working in
London, having previously become interested in England
through childhood experiences and especially through reading
Robinson Crusoe. In London, he lived in the suburb of Chis¬
wick, within easy reach of Kew Gardens and Richmond. He was
delighted with the green freshness of England and the pleasant
little villas. Each villa had white cvirtained windows with a
garden below, so unlike Paris. He quickly began to observe
English girls with whom he came in contact both at work and
at home. The impression they made on him was not altogether
favorable, for he felt that the English girls had masculine
gestures and were often incompletely aware of the fact that
they were women. He further felt that the English women were
concerned only with being good comrades. By way of comparison
he felt the Frenchwoman was unknown beneath her veil, silent
and remote, shut up in her distant salon and always femininely
enwrapped in her dark dress. In England he did, however,
enlarge his vision of life by learning to appreciate Coleridge,
Vtordsworth, Shelley, Rossetti, and Morris; and he grew
seriously interested in peanting, being especially drawn to
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the Pre-Raphaelites.^
After leaving England, Fournier returned to Paris where
he enrolled in the Lycee-Louis-le-Grand, He still planned to
attend the Scole Normale but when the day of the examination
arrived, he was suffering from brain-fatigue. As a result
he failed the oral examination. Now, his chances of attending
the Ecole Normale were definitely terminated.
In 1907 Alain-Pournier^wrote several sketches and short
stories which were published several years later by Jacques
Riviere under the title Miracles. This year also marks the
date of his entry into the militciry service for two years, at
the end of which he was a sub-lieutenant. Three years later
Alain-Fournier began to take definite steps towards starting
a career in writing. He wrote a letter to his brother-in-law
Jacques Riviere, stating that he had found his "road to
Damascus," meaning his career in writing,^ It was at that time
that Alain-Fournier began to form various literary relation¬
ships, the most notable being with Peguy,
Peguy was often influenced by Alain-Fournier and was
always ready to follow his advice, Alain-Fournier thought
^Ibid.. p, 353.
^Future references to Henri-Alban Fournier will use his
pen name Alain-Fournier.
^Christian Dedeyan, Alain-Fournier et la re^alite'' secrete
(Paris: Julliard, 1948), p, 17,
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that Peguy was a very congenial contemporary writer. He
felt a strong sympathy with his instinctivef childliker
peasant's nature. He also admired his spiritual materialism,^
Peguy was not without influence on Le Grand Meaulnes, for
during Fournier's last years Peguy seemed to have been
Alain-Fournier's closest friend,^
When World War I broke out in the sxmimer of 1914,
Alain-Fournier, like many others, was rushed to the front in
the area of Meuse, His captain was an unintelligent man
whose one idea was to "hunt out the bochesi"^ The inevitable
end quickly followed. On September 22 at Saint R^y, Alain-
Fournier's captain led his ccxnpany into an ambush on the edge
of a wooded area. Most of the men were shot down, Alain-
Fournier was shot in the forehead according to the only report
that could be obtained. His body was not recovered. Many of
Alain-Fournier's friends thought that he had been imprisoned
and sent to Germany; this idea was later abandoned. Thus,
Alain-Fovirnier' s disappearance remains as mysterious as the




^Ellis, op, cit,, p, 357,
^Ibid,
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Having briefly outlined Alain-Fournier*s life and back¬
ground/ we present a few statements to support the idea that
Le Grand Meaulnes is in fact a biographical transposition of
Alain-Fournier•
In 1905 Alain-Fournier wrote these words to Jacques
Riviere concerning the novel that he had been planning to
write for several yeeirs:
•••il n'a d'abord ete que moi/ moi et moil
peu a peu s'est dematerialise/ a commence
cl ne plus etre le roman que chacun porte
a dix-huit ans dans sa tete.^
A few years later Alain-Foiirnier wrote to Jacques Riviere
concerning his novel:
La-dedans# il y aura tout moi# mes theories
au passage et ce qui n'est pas mes theories#
ce que j'aurais voulu faire et.«atant pis««*
ce que j'ai fciit,^
These words stand as proof that he was writing about himself
in Le Grand Meaulnes:
The well known critic Client Borgal acknowledges le
Grand Meaulnes as being a transposition of Alain-Fournier's
life when he referred to the novel in this manner:
^Jacques Riviere et Alain-Foxirnier# Correspondence, vol,
1# ed. by Jacques Riviere (4 vols«# Peiris: Nouvelle Revue
Francaise# 1905}# p, 10.
2ibid,
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Son livre a lui ne sera point une fantaisie:
il sera compose vraiment avec sa chair et son
sang. Ils vivront de la meme vieas.qui se
transforms a mesure gu'il avance lentement..•
The critic Michel Guiomar contends that Le Grand Meaulnes
is "I'aventure pxirement psychique d'Alain-Fournier s'analysant
lui-m^e*
The names of the various characters in Le Grand Meaulnes
are also very interesting to note. There are three main
characters. They are Augustin Meaulnes, Frantz de Galais and
Francois Seurel, Michel Guiomar relates these three to
Alain-Fournier in this manner:
Augustin Meaulnes, Frantz de Galais, Francois
Seurel, sont trois aspects d'un mi^e personnage
qui n'est autre que 1*auteur,^
Guiomar considers the three main characters as the three
"moi” and explains their role in the novel in this manner; ^
Meaulnes est le moi du passe, du temps de
I'enfance, de tout ce qui est deseperement
perdu,,,.
,,,Frantz de Galais est le moi fantastique,
chimerique, le moi de ce qui aurait pu ^tre
le moi des projets, 1*esprit d'aventure et
des reves d'avenir••••
^Clement Borgal, Alain-Fournier (Paris:




Inconscient et imaginaire dans le
Jos4 Corti, 1946), p, 119,
^Ibid,, p, 117,
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•••Seurel est le moi quotidien et social/
lucide et conscient« a tel point que c'est
a lui qu'est confi^ le role de narrateuT/
le moi du present,
Uncle Florentin in Le Grand Meaulnes corresponds to
Fournier's real uncle whose name was Florentin, In real life
Florentin lived in the village Nancay/ owned a shop and had a
large family just as the character Florentin in Le Grand
Meaulnes,
The girl Yvonne whom Alain-Fournier met in Paris during
Ascension week becomes Yvonne de Calais in Le Grand Meaulnes,
This transposition is an important one, for as is seen in the
novel Meaulnes will not be satisfied until he has married
Yvonne, In real life Alain-Fournier meets Yvonne in Paris
during Ascension week but is tormented by the fact that she
is already engaged and will soon be married to someone else.
Another transposition interesting to note is that of
the village of Epineuil-le-Fleuriel. Epineuil-le-Fleuriel,
the village where Alain-Fournier spent much of his childhood
and school days becomes the village of Sainte-Agathe in Le
Grand Meaulnes,
From this study these conclusions have been reached:
1, Alain-Fournier's only complete novel is a biographical
transposition of himself, 2, He was attracted to the sea at
^Ibid., pp. 151,156,157
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an eeurly age# and traces of this attraction are reflected in
his worTcs. The latter point will be discussed in the second
chapter of this paper, which analyzes sea imagery as the pri¬
mary source of images in Le Grcind Meaulnes and the essays of
Alain-Pournier•
C31AFTER II
PRIMARY SOURCE OF IMAGERY: THE SEA
Quand j'aurai assez d*Images« c'est-a-
dire quand j'aurai le loisir et la force
de ne plus regarder que ces images# ou je
vois et je sens le monde mort et vivant
mele a I'ardeur de mon coeur# alors peut-
etre j'arriverai a exprimer I'inexprimable*
St ce sera ma x>oesie du monde. ^
Alain-Foxirnier wrote these words in September of 1906,
in a letter to a friend Rene Bichet. At that time Fournier
had begun to write Le Grand Meaulnes. It is clear from the
context of the above passage that "image" here means the
recapture of past experience.
The most casual reader is bound to be struck by the
frequency and the strange# almost frightening quality of sea
images in Le Grand Meaulnes. Many critics have alluded to
this peculiarity, but its full meaning can only be appreciated
if it is set against the background of imagery as a whole.2
The sea images# however, include by far the most interesting
^Claude Aveline, Lettres au petit B (Paris: Qnile-Paul
Freres# 1930), p. 92,
^Robert Gibson, The Quest of Alain-Fournier (London: H.
Hamilton, 1953), p. 243.
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similes in the book and form several distinct patterns which
recur throughout the story.
The first of these patterns establishes a strong meta¬
phorical link between the sea and one of the dominant themes
of the novel. This motif reappeeirs time and time again auid
returns even in the last sentence of the book. It is the
theme of adventure:
La seule joie que m'eut laisse le grand
MeaulneSf je sentais bien qu'il etait
revenu pour me la prendre. Et deja je
I'imaginaiSf la nuitf enveloppant sa fille
dans un manteau, et partant avec elle pour
de nouvelles aventures.^
The flow of adventure is like the movement of waves,
which have washed debris ashore. These images are placed at
certain strategic points in the story to highlight their
effectiveness.
The wave image appears for the first time at the begin¬
ning of the novel. After a few factual details about the
school at Sainte-Agathe, we cure suddenly and unexpectedly
transported to an entirely different style of writing; for
the first time we experience a characteristic change which
the critic Fernand Desonay describes as a contrast between
le sermo pedestris et le chant
^Alain-Fournier, Le Grand Meaulnes (Paris: Emile-Paul
Freres, 1913), p. 246.
^Fernand Desonay, Le Grand Meaulnes (Paris: Editions
A.—G. Nizet, 1963), p. 211.
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La Gare, a trois kilometres; au sud et
par derriere, des champs, des jardins
et des pres qui rejoignaient les faubourgs
• •• tel est le plan sontmaire de cette
demevire ou s'ecoulerent les jours les plus
tourmentes et les plus chers de ma vie~
deroeure d'ou partirent et ou revinrent se
briser, comme des vagues sur un rocher
desert, nos aventures,^
Another wave image appears in a very similar position
at the beginning of Part II in Le Grand Meaulnes. There is
a pause at this point in the progress of the story: Meaulnes
has come back from his visit to the mysterious domain but
cannot remember the route for returning and it seems as if
his adventure has come to an end. The return of the wave
image serves as the continuation of the adventure*
Je commencais a croire que Meaulnes
avait tout oublie, lorsqu'une aventure
plus etrange, que les autres vint me
prouver que je m'etais trompe... Ce
fut justement un jeudi soir vers la
fin du mois, que la premiere nouvelle
du Domains etrange, la premiere vague
de cette aventure dont nous ne reparlions
pas arriva jusqu'a nous,2
The image of the wreck washed ashore first occurs vdien
Meaulnes disappears and his horse-drawn buggy smesured with
blood ret\irns empty to the village of Sainte-Agathe:
Je m'etais approche jusqu'au premier
rang et je regcirdais avec les autres
^Alain-Fournier, op» cit,, p. 8.
^Ibid., p, 89.
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cet attelage perdu qui nous revenait,
tel une epave qu'eut ramenee la haute
mer—la premiere epave et la derniere,
peut-etre de I'aventure de Meaulnes*^
A similcu: image is used to describe Meaulnes's disil¬
lusionment vrhen he finally meets again Yvonne de Galais the
girl he met at the Doroaine Inconnu« He questions Yvonne de
Galais about all that he had seen previously at the domaine^
II s'enquerait de tout cela avec une
passion insolite# comme s'il eut voulu
se persuader que rien ne subsistait de
sa belle aventure, que la jeune fdlLe
ne lui rapporterait pas une epave capable
de prouver qu'ils n'avaient pas reve tous
les deux/ comme le plongevir rapporte du
fond de I'eau un caillou et des algues*
The image here is reinforced by a sea metaphor which
stresses depth and hopelessness*
Another example of sea imagery that can be distinguished
in Le Grand Meaulnes is the comparison of a room or a house
to a ship sailing the sea or lying at anchor* The classroom
at Sainte-Agathe is an example of a ship at sea:
A une heure de I'apres-midi, leJendemain,
la classe du cours superieur est claire
au milieu du paysage gele comme une barque
sur I'oc^an* On n'y sent pas la saumare ni
le cambouis, comme sur un bateau de p^che,
mais les harengs grilles sur le poele et la
laine roussie de ceux quif en rentrant, se





When Francois Seurel, the narrator in the story, visits
the village of La Ferte-d'Angillon to see his aunt one peace¬
ful afternoon, the houses along a ditch remind him of anchored
ships:
Les raaisons, ou I'on entrait en passant
sur un petit pont de bois, etaient, toutes
alignees au bord d'un fosse qui descendait
la rue, comme autant de barques, voilees
carguees, amcurrees dans le calme du soir»^
The scene after the wedding of Meaulnes and Yvonne de
Calais presents a very impressive sea metaphor. The guests
have left, Yvonne and Meaulnes are alone; the only sound
that breaks the stillness is that of a rosebush beating against
the window-pcine,
Tous les invites partis le vieux Monsieur de
Calais a ouvert la porte, laissant une seconds
le grand vent pen4trer dans la maison,,,
Aucun bruit du dehors n'arrive plus maintenant
jusqu'aux jeunes gens, II y a tout juste une
branche de rosier sans feuilles qui cogne la
vitre, du cote de la lands, Comme dexuc passagers
dans un bateau a la derive, ils sont, dans le
grand vent d’hiver, deux amants enfermes avec
le bonheur,^
A third type of imagery connected with the sea is that
of shipwreck and drowning. We have already seen that the
remnants of an adventure are sometimes compared to trash




from the same atmosphere. Some are literary reflections.
As a matter of fact/ the third chapter of the novel has as
its title a sentence from Robinson Crusoe; Je freguentaia
la Boutique d*un vannier, Meaulnes, just before he decides
to go away without permission/ reminds the narrator of
Robinson Crusoe in the basket-maker's shop:
Bn le voyant ainsi/ perdu dans ses
reflexions/ regardant/ corarae a travers
des lieues de brouillcird/ ces gens
paisibles qui travaillaient/ je pensai
soudain a cette image de Robinson Crusoe#
ou I'on voit 1*adolescent anglais/ avant
son grand depart/ frequentant la boutique
d'un vannier,^
Another sea image provides an interesting comparison.
This is the scene in which Francois and his friends steal
from an old lady, Francois's regret for having done this is
compared to a hopeless shipwreck victim:
Je suis decu ccwnrae ce naufrage qui croyait
causer avec un horame et qui reconnut soudain
que c'etait un singe,^
In the following passages a shipwreck victim is related
to an unhappy person and a drowned victim is related to a
clown:
Pour celui qui ne veut pas etre heuretiX/ il
n'a qu'a monter dans son grenier et il






Quant au comedien, c'etait le corps le plus
lamentant qu'on puisse iinaginer. Grand, maigre
grelottant, ses yeux glauques et louches, sa
moustache retombant sur sa bouche edentee
faisaient songer a la face d‘un noye'^ qui
ruisselle sur une dalle.^
There are several analogies vdiich can be derived from
various aspects of life at sea. Meaulnes, pacing up and down
the attic at night, is compared to a Breton sailor accustomed
to keeping watch:
Ce ne fut pas la seule nuit ou, reveille
par le bruit de ses pas, je le trouvai
ainsi, vers une heure du matin, deambulant
a travers la charabre et les greniers—
comme ces marine qui n'ont pu se deshabituer
de faire le quart et qui, au fond de leurs
proprietes bretonnes, se levent et s'habillent
a 1'heure reglementaire pour surveiller la
nuit terrienne.^
A parallel is drawn between sailing eind ploughing. In
the dream-like atmosphere of the feast at the domaine,
Meaulnes sees some old men who look like ex-sailors and others
who are a little different:
II y avait le long des tables, quelques
yieillards... et d'autres qui pouvaient
etres d'anciens marine.mais il etait
aise de voir que ceux-ci n'avaient jamais
navigue plus Icii que le bout du canton;
et s'ils avaient tangu^, roule plus de
mille fois sous les averses et dans le






peril qui consists a creuser le sillon
jusqu'au bout de son champ et a retourner
ensuite la charrue.^
Frantz de Calais, Yvonne's brother, who is a naval
cadet hums a tune which reminds the narrator of the story of
sailors singing in the taverns of seaports:
II sifflait quelque chose entre ses dents,
une espece d'air marin, comme en chantent,
pour s'egayer le coeur, les matelots et les
filles dans les cabarets des ports,
When some of the young people in the village make a
playful attack on the Seurels* house, they pretend to be
boarding a ship:
•••la troupe qui se jetait a I'assaut de
notre demeure comme a I'abordage d'un
navire,,•I'attaque avait ete soudaine
comme un abordage bien conduit.^
Before discussing the role of the sea in Le Grand
Meaulnes, the development of sea imagery in Alain-Fournier's
earlier prose writings will be traced,
Alain-Fournier's early prose works, published by Jacques
Riviere under the title of Miracles, show quite clearly that
sea metaphors are already in evidence and tend to fall into a
similcir pattern as do those in Le Grand Meaulnes, The wave







Puis, une vague de la nuit, plus obscure
que les autres, deferle et les emporte.
Et la voix d4ferle jusqu'a la vitre illuraine^e
, se mSle a leurs paroles.^
It is interesting to note the position of these images.
The first is at the beginning of a chapter the second at the
end of a chapter. These positions correlate the coming in
and going out of a tidal wave.
The notion that a room is like a boat drifting silently
across the sea underlies the first of three short texts
collected under the title of "Grandes Manoeuvres" found in
the work titled Miracles;
Petites chartibres, tres lentes avec tes rideaux
blancs, ta porte sur le balcon. Tu voguais
le long des journees desertes, dans les
immenses paysages noirs et bleus, parmi les
averses et le ciel. Tu heurtais parfois, au
cours d'une terne matinee, les meurches d'un
moulin a vent abandonn4, sur une colline comme
celle d'ou tu etais partie.2
This metaphor continues over two pages until one morning,
the room is found empty "echoue contre I'hiver."^ The same
image recurs in a later composition:
^Alain-Fournier, Miracles; Introduction de Jacques
Riviere (Paris; Gallimard, 1924), pp, 148-170. Other references
to essays in Miracles will list only the title of the essay.
^"Grandes Manoeuvres," p. 159.
^Ibid., p, 161.
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Dans leur salon ferine# coirane dans une barque
amaree au milieu du courant# ces femmes parlent
du temps# Ce sont trois jeunes dames# les plus
pauvres du bourg,^
The concept of drowning first appears in the essays in
a rather flamboyant passage:
Perdus pour les hommes et pour nous-m^es
pareil a deux noyes confondus qui flottent
dans la nuit# ahl nous avions trouve le
desert ou deployer enfin comme une tente
notre royaume sans non,2
In the two essays "Dans le tout petit jardin” and
’Madeleine" a lamp shining in the night and the effect of
moonlight on the landscape present some interesting sea images
Mais on allume ce soir# comme un fanal
a I'avant d'un vaisseau perdu# charge
de fievres et de senteurs# la lampe
domestique.^
II s'est assis pres de Madeleine# sur
un talus# au bord du vaste clair de .
lune# comme un paysage sous mer#^
The value of these early images is very important. Some
of them# however# may seem a little comical especially in the
essay "Le Miracle de la ferraiere#" where the fcunmer's wife is
seen luring "un ocean de poulets blancs,"^ others may serve
^"Le Miracle des trois dames de village#" p, 171,
2
"Grandes Manoeuvres," p, 170,
O
■^"Dans le tout petit jardin#" p, 140,
^"Madeleine," p, 144,
C \
"Le Miracle de la fermiere#" p. 190
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as forerunners of some of the imagery in Le Grand Meaulnes.
How profoundly Alain-Fournier was attracted to the sea
and fascinated by it is shown by some significant passages in
his correspondence. In a letter to Jacques Riviere he stated
that his ambition was to express "le plus intensement possible
1*amour, la mer, la fraicheur, 1'ombre du vieux chateau."^
After a visit to the Atlantic coast near Bordeaux he writes:
Que je souffre. Je voudrais ne pas 1*avoir
dit, comme je voudrais n*avoir jamais parle
de mon amour, maintenant que j'ai entendu,
sur les plages, la mer m'expliquer desolation
tranquille, immuable, avec d'insondable
regards bleus,^
Isabelle Riviere, Alain-Fournier*s sister, has given a
rather vivid account that may help explain his preoccupation
with the sea:
L'id^e d'echapper a cet ocean de detresse
fut-elle ce qui acheva de le determiner?
A la place du doux paradis de I'enfance,
puisqu'il y faut renoncer, Ahl cherchons
quelque chose de grand, d'exaltant--non
plus ce Paris noir ou trop de misere, trop
d'inquietant laideurs ensevelissent la
beaute--: la mer, les aventures, Robinson
Crusoe# la jungle et la pampa, I'abordage
et le typhon,,,quelque chose d'heroique
un autre paradis, plus dangerevix mais sans
bornes, celui-l4 meme que prcxnettait le




premier, ou I'^^e allait pouvoir enfin
deployer ses ailes infinies.^
All these experiences undoubtedly throw some light on
Alain-Fournier' s sea images. They served as a point of de¬
parture for him. Some of his information is gotten from
books, some is derived from first-hand experiences. These
facts, however, do not explain why sea imagery occupies such
a prominent place in his works.
Walter Johr feels that the reason sea imagery has such
prominence in Alain-Fournier' s works is partly psychological
and partly aesthetic. He feels that since Alain-Fournier was
born and brought up far away frcrni the sea, he was powerfully
drawn to it because it was the embodiment and the symbol of his
profoundest aspirations. It had the fascination of immensity,
of purity, of an unattainable ideal and also the lure of the
unknown—of adventure and mystery, 2
Literary associations may have also played a certain
part, Baudelaire in particular may have made a direct influ¬
ence on him. In 1906 Alain-Fournier wrote to Jacques Riviere:
"J'ai les fleurs du mal, povirquoi je suis pris de passion—a
cause de tout ce que j'ai aime ailleurs et qui etait la
^Isabelle Riviere, op. cit,, p, 169,
^Walter Johr, Alain-Fournier, le pavsaae d'une ame
(Neuchatel, Les Cahiers du Rhone, 1945), p. 18,
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avcint.
Other explanations have been suggested to account for
Alain-Fournier's fondness for sea metaphors. It has been
suggested that by introducing these images into the descrip¬
tion of his own native Sologne, a land-locked part of France/
p
he transforms it into a kind of idealistic landscape.
Another suggestion is that the sea was for him the
symbol of all he had once sought and failed to gain in life:
His father's constant longing for travel/ the frustrating
experience at Brest and also the coincidence that tBae girl of
his dreams/ the unattainable Yvonne/ lived in Toulon/ came
from a naval family and married a naval officer,^ All of
these experiences must have added up to quite a powerful
psychological reservoir which eventually found expression in
his sea metaphors.
It should also be remertibered that once a writer develops
a certain image or form of writing it is likely to become a
habitual mode of expression. This is where the early essays
of Alain-Fo\irnier are of particular importance. It is
probable/ for example/ that the idea of rooms and houses
^Becker/ op. cit.> p, 75.
Harold March/ "The Other Landscape of Fournier,"PMLAf
Ivi (Jan. 1941)/ pp. 266-79,
•^Desonay/ op. cit.. p. 23,
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pictured as boats originated in his early essays "Greindes
Manoeuvres" and "Le Miracle des trois dames."
Related to the sea metaphors are the fairly numerous
water images in Le Grand Meaulnes. Alain-Fournier, it seems,
was particularly sensitive to impressions of wetness. He
often writes about rain and dampness:^
La pluie etait tombee tout le jour pour
ne cesser qu'un soir....
A quatre heures, dans la grande cour glacee
ravinee par la pluie...
Le grand vent et le froid, la pluie ou la
neige... Nous ne pouvions rien commencer
de serieux durant ces breve journees de
fevrier... qui finissaient regulierement
vers cinq heures par une morne pluie glacee...
...A la nuit pleine star le trottoir desert
et raouille,..,^
If one were to accept Bachelard's theory of imagery
based on the four elements then the combined effect of sea
and water metaphors would definitely place Alain-Fournier in
that category of writers who draw their analogies mainly from
O
the liquid sphere.
Many water images are already evident in Alain-Fournier's
early prose works. In one of his essays for example the sky
^Johr, OP. cit., p. 22.
2
Alain-Fournier, op. cit,, pp. 16, 19, 79, 81,
^G, Bachelard, L*Bau et les reves# essai sur 1 * imagination
de la matiere (Paris: Corr4a, 1946), p. 23.
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on a rainy day is pictured as a great lake:
Nous sonunes montes dans les branches jusqu'a
raouiller nos tetes dams le grand lac du ciel
agit^ par le vent,^
Elsewhere the moonlight is like a sheet of water:
•••elle decouvrait, entre dans notre coeur
ainsi qu'une nappe d'eau glauque etendue#
le mysterieux clair de lune.^
In another essay farms are compeired to blue islands in
a river:
Paris est la-bas,,, II montrait la vallee
qui tournait et se perdait au loin, comme
une lente riviere toute voilee de vapeurs,
semee de fermes dans des bouquets d'arbres,
pareilles a des lies bleues*^
In lie Grctnd Meaulnesi some water images arise around one
of the natural forces which dominate the landscape, the wind.
These images are suggested by the mysterious noise of the
wind, which is compared to the sound of torrents, waterfalls
and overflowing rivers:
De nouveau soufflait le grand vent du premier
soir. On I'entendait gronder comme un torrent
ou passer avec le sifflement appuye d'une chute
d'eau.
Le vent roulait avec le bruit d'une riviere
^■‘Grandes Manoeuvres", p. 168,
^"Le Miracle des trois dames," p. 176,
^"Le Miracle de la fermiere," p, 184,
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debordee, De temps a autre une goutte d*eau/
diagonalement, cxjmme sur la portiere d'un
train rayait la vitre.^
In the above images the similarity between wind and
water is of an acoustic nature* In the following passage,
however# the distinction is based primarily on feeling:
Une brise delicieuse comme une eau tiede
coulait par-dessus le mur# une pluie
silencieuse avait mouiUe la nuit les
feuilles des pivoines*^
As Augustin Meaulnes relives a childhood dream, light
is visualized as a fluid:
• ••il se rappela un reve~une vision qu'il
avait eue tout enfant,*,* il s'etait trouve
dans une longue piece veirbe**** Sn ce lieu
coulait une luraiere si douce qu'on eut cru
pouvoir la gouter*'*
The last of the water images relates a dull day to the
flowing of dirty wash water in a gully:
Ce serait la,nous le savions, le seul
spectacle de la journee qui s'ecoulerait
tout entiere comme une eau jaunie dans
un caniveau*^
It is evident from this study that sea imagery figures
prominently in Alain-Fournier' s writings* However, no
^Alain-Fournier, op, cit,, pp* 79, 197,




writer adheres to only one type of imagery. Therefore,
order to fairly evaluate Alain-Fournier as a creator of
images, the third chapter will be devoted to a study of
other kinds of imagery in his writings.
in
CHAPTER III
SECONDARY SOURCES OF IMAGERY
Although Alain-Fournier's main preoccupation is with
sea images# he# nevertheless# draws heavily on two other
sources for his metaphors: birds and military life. The
images connected with birds show the author's knowledge of
their habits* Examples of this are seen in the early essays*
Two people sitting outside in the spring cure compared to two
lovebirds:
•••nous etions assis***tous deux avec
une cascade de feuilles et de rire#
comme au printemps deux oiseau empetres
d'amour*^
In another passage two individuals soaked by the rain
are amusingly compared to a pair of wet partridges:
Dans la vigne# nous avons longtemps
secoue la porte du refuge# en nous
serrant sur le seuil pour nous tenir
a I'abri, ainsi que deux perdrix
mouillees*^
The association of birds to falling snow also presents
an interesting analogy;




Cependant les flocons de neige continuaient
a voleter longtemps avant de se poser:,.,
autour de la tete des trois femmes comme
une bande d'oiseaux curieux,,,^
In the novel there are several metaphors in the same
vein at the beginning of the story, Meaulnes's mother is
amusingly portrayed as a worried hen who has lost one of her
chicks:
•,,la femme aux cheveux gris, que j'avais
vue courb6e devant la porte, une minute
auparavant, avec cet air suppliant et
hagard de poule qui avirait perdu I'oiseau
sauvage de sa couvee,^
Her hat fits more or less into the caricature of a
bird's nest:
Bien vite, elle enleva sa coiffure, et,
durant toute la sc^ne qui suivit, elle la
tint contre sa poitrine, renversee comme
un nid dans son bras droit replie.
Mais ma mere n'ecoutait plus, Elle fit
meme signe a la dame de se taire; et
deposant avec precaution son nid sur la
table•,•^
Other comical similes introduce geese and partridges as
human beings:
Et c'etaient autour d'elle des rires, des
cris et des coins-coins, comme dans un
troupeau d'oies que pourchasse un epagneul.
^"Le Miracle des trois dames," p, 177.
^Alain-Fournier, op, cit,, p, 11,
^Ibid.
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A peine sortions-nous par le grand portail
que derri^re la bascule municipale^ qui
s'adossait au mvir de notre preau, partirent
d'un seul coup» conune perdreaux surpris,
detox individus encapuchonnes*^
In the following passage a bird image portrays Yvonne
de Calais with great tenderness:
Elle etait aupres de lui toute fr^issante,
comme une hirondelle un instant posee a
terre et qui deja tremble du desir de
reprendre son vol,^
Valentine, Yvonne de Calais's counterpart who is respon¬
sible for Meaulnes's problems, is described in a gentle image:
Elle dormait, absolument immobile et
silencieuse, sans qu'on I'entendit respirer,
comme un oiseau doit dormir,^
Alain-Fournier's military metaphors, on the other hand,
are suggestive of adventure, comradeship and a strenuous life.
The first example is seen when Augustin Meaulnes returns from
the domaine inconnu. He does not undress at night because he
is planning to go out later to find the way back to the
chateau:
Finalement, il s'assit sur le bord de son
lit, quitta ses souliers qui tombWent





coinme un soldat au cantonnement d'alerte,
il s'etendit sur son Xit et souffla la bougie,^
The chapter in which Augustin Meaulnes and Francois
Seurel are involved in a fight with some boys from the
village is highlighted by a battle image:
Mais nous dexiX/ dans notre chambre^ la-
haut, a la lueur de la lampe«««nous
rest^es longtemps a rafistoler nos blouses
decousues/ discutant a voix basse sur ce
qui nous etait arrive, comme devix compagnons
d'armes le soir d'une bataille perdue,*,2
Another military simile is presented when the narrator
sets out alone to find the domaine inconnu t
Prenant un chemin de traverse, j'arrivai
bientot a la lisiere du bois-seul ^ travers
la campagne pour la premiere fois de ma vie
comme une patrouille que son caporal a perdue,^
Yvonne de Calais's voice after having given birth to
Augustin Meaulnes's child is compared to "la rudesse de
quelqu'un qui revient du combat,"^
Some images in the novel combine the senses of taste and
smell with the word crout t
Le vent portait des gouttes de pluie et







gout ainerr semblaxt-xl, le gout d'un tel
ennui que 1'amour meme ne le pouvait
distraire,^
Yvonne’s death scene presents another comparison in a
similar manner:
Agrippe au corps inerte et pesant, je baisse
la t4te sitr la tete de celle que j'emporte,
je respire fortement dans la bouche—des
cheveux morts qui ont un gout de terre, Ce
gout de terre et de mort, ce poids svir le
coeur, c'est tout ce qui reste pour moi de
la grande aventure, et de vous Yvonne de
Galaxs•••
Feelings of touch and heat form some images in Le Grand
Meaulnes:
••■il n'a qu'a s'en aller dehors, sur la
route, et le vent lui rabattra son foulard
sur la bouche comme un chaud baiser soudain
qui le fera pleurer*
Une lueur comme d'un feu allum^ se reflete
sur les carreaux de la fenetre* De temps a
autre, une ombre passe.^
There are also a number of analogies based on external
appearances :
•••d'autres vieux qui leur ressemblaient:
meme yeux vifs sous des sourcils en
broussaille, m^e cravates etroites comme
des cordons de souliers...
On voyait.«.quelques vieilles paysannes
^Ibid., p. 235.
^Ibid., p. 220.
^Ibid., pp. 188, 190.
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avec de rondes figures ridees coirane des
pommes, sous des bonnets tuyautes.
j'imaginais.,,la joyeuse voituree
avec sa carapace de parapluies ouverts
qui arrivait avant la fin des vacances**.^
One of these visual cconparisons occurs twice in the
book. They rather humorously relate a house to a paper box:
Je ne connaissais qu'vm chemin, entre ces
petites maisons posees au hasard comme des
bo^tes en carton,••
Je marche le long des maisons pareilles a
des boites en carton alignees, dans lesquelles
tout un peuple dort,^
These passages serve as proof that Alain-Fovirnier had the
ability to create more than one kind of image,
***
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a
study of Alain-Fournier*s style and technique.
Simplicity is the main element that makes Alain-Fournier's
analogies easy to interpret, especially in his novel. In a
letter to Jacques Riviere he stated his objective in writing
Le Grand Meaulnes in this manner:
Je le voudrais d'une simplicite effrayante.
Le style a employer est celui de Saint
Matthieu; du francais de Christ,,,3
^Ibid,, pp. 66, 67, 210,
^Ibid,, pp, 95, 226,
^Jacques Riviere, Alain-Fournier, Correspondence, vol, 1,
ed, by Jacques Riviere (4 vols,, Paris: Nouvelle Revue Francaise,
1905), p. 10,
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However, Alain-Fournier's early essays show quite
clearly that his writing was at first of a highly literary
form, overloaded with ornamental metaphors. One would hardly
recognize the author of Le Grand Meaulnes in passages like
these;
Je lutte contre cette pensee, comme le
vertige, comme un regard qui fascine,
comme le vol tournoyant d'un ange cruel
Ce chant que nous entendions, pareil a un
palais d'or et de rose entre les saules du
bord de I'eau, pareil a une femme qui se
iWe sa coupe vaine avec des larmes de
gloire, pareil au visage le plus passionne
qui se cache, a I'avant de la barque, dans
des manches de brocart,,,^
According to Robert Gibson, Alain-Fournier was reluctant
to blot a line, to be selective, to save some of his images
or memories for the next composition,^ This fact is vividly
portrayed in his essay "Dans le tout petit jardin":
Le maigre enclos s'est elargi, comme un
cirque immense et incline, avec de longues
ombres vertes, pareilles a de grands person-
nages, a des serviteurs immobiles autour de
celle qui va donner des ordres, Et je regarde
la f^mne au geste inexplicable et souverain,
dans son royavnae inconnu; comme le nouveau-ne
suit des yexix, pour la premiere fois, la mere,
occup^e ^ I'etrange besogne quotidienne; comme
le disciple epouvant4 se retourna vers le
^"La Partie de plaisir," p, 155,
2"Dans le tout petit jardin," p, 138,
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Maitre, lorsqu'ils traverserent le conciliabule
des anges, et que ceux-ci s'etendirent a leurs
pleds coirane de grands chiens soumis,^
The style of these early works is further weakened by
their vague analogies as is shown in this passage:
Coirane une jeune femme qu'on attend sort
d'entre les arbres ou elle s'etait cachee,
la douce maison lourde s'est eclairee dans
ses massifs. Appuyee au bas de la voie
lactee» la grande vitre s'enflamme;••• Alors
pareils a deux nouveaux epoux, qui n'ont pu
supporter le bonhexrr sans d^nence, Madeleine
pres de luir I'haleine de ses paroles pressees
semble plus douce qu'un bras de femme autour
du cou..,2
E^^en "Le Miracle des trois dames," published later than
the other essays and more mature in technique, contains a few
of these weaknesses:
Les flocons de neige.,.voltigeaient
autour de la tete des trois femmes
comme une bande d'oiseaux curieux qui
eussent voulu becqueter leurs visages,
ou comme des insectes du soir qu*attire
la lumiere des yeux...
...on entendait leurs cris pointus, a
la tombee de la nuit, comme une sortie
de I'^cole attardee. Cette fois, les
femmes n'entendirent aucun bruit; mais
au tournant, la riviere gel4e




"Le Miracle des trois dames de village," p. 177.
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However, the essays "Le Miracle de la fermiere" and
"Portrait" show a marked change in Alain-Fournier's style.
It is interesting to note that these works were written about
two years before Le Grand Meaulnes, Nevertheless, the accumu¬
lation of uncleeir analogies has disappeared euid the images are
more carefully written. For example, the noise of a machine
is very clearly ccsnpared to the buzzing of a wasp:
II y avait dans un pre voisin, aupr^s des
barrieres de la grande entree, la machine
a battre. On I'entendait depuis le matin
bourdonner comme une grosse gu^pe... dans
le beau temps.•.^
In another passage a boy's mouth is likened to that of
a fish:
II etait remarquable.•,• Sa laideur
meme etait insignifiante, II avait
les traits courts et la bouche avancee,
comme un poisson.,,^
Alain-Fournier's early prose works merely set the stage
for the more serious efforts that went into the novel, for
Le Grand Meaulnes serves as the finished product of his early
essays. The unity and avoidance of over-decorative details
form an atmosphere in which imagery plays a useful role.
Sometimes, Alain-Fournier uses images to set a psychological
^"Le Miracle de la fermiere," p. 187.
2iiPortrait," p. 199
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moody at other times his images serve a purely descriptive
purpose, and at still other times, they reflect events from
his personal life. Whether he is depicting images of the sea
or scenes from peasant or military life, Alain-Fotarnier manages
his metaphors with skill, with sincerity and, in his later
works, with admirable simplicity.
CONCLUSION
One can easily understand why an author is unable to
divorce his writing completely from experiences that have
occurred in his life, for the two—the writer and the
writing—are too closely related. As a result, convenient
shifts in locale, name changes and character disguises are
often employed. Such transpositions are perhaps common to
other writers, but for Alain-Fournier they have a special
meaning. They are duplications of his real life. Some of
these duplications can be better visualized through a closer
look at the three main characters in the novel, Augustin
Meaulnes, Frantz de Calais and Francois Seurel are all trans¬
positions of Alain-Fournier, These three characters represent
three different aspects of the author,. All that happened in
Alain-FOurnier's childhood and adolescent life is re-enacted
by Augustin Meaulnes; the Fournier's change of residence
correlates Augustin Meaulnes's enrollment in the Lycee at
Sainte-Agathe; Augustin Meaulnes's room in Sainte-Agathe is
furnished in the same manner as Alain-Fournier*s at l^ineuil-
le-Fleuriel; Augustin Meaulnes's failure to pass the entrance
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examination at the Ecole Normale echoes Alain-Fournier's failure
to pass the same examination; Meaulnes's remorse after the
drowning death of his brother is comparable to Alain-Fournier's
grief for his sister during her illness; Meaulnes's troubled
love affair is similar to Alain-Fournier's which never materi¬
alized because the girl with whom he was in love was elready
engaged. Frantz de Galais, represents Alain-Fournier's zealous
and adventurous nature; his search for Valentine, the girl
whom he plans to marry, is also similar to Alain-Fournier's
quest for Yvonne; his leadership in the playful attack on the
Seurels* house is similar to Alain-Fournier's leadership in
protesting certain rules and regulations at the Lycee Lakanal;
the admiration shown to him by his fellow classmates when he
displays all of his interesting regalia correlates that shown
Alain-Fournier by his peers. Francois Seurel, resembles Alain-
Fournier most in that he is the narrator of the novel and could
very well be the author. Another likeness is that they both
have an uncle named Florentin who lives in Nanpay. Finally, a
very noticeable similarity is found in the fact that both
Alain-Fournier and Francois Seurel have parents who are
teachers.
The most noticeable feature of Alain-Fournier's imagery,
however, is his sea metaphors. They have the strange quality
of suddenly and unexpectedly transporting the reader into a
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different sphere. The classroom at Sainte-Agathe is like a
ship at sea; the houses in a village street are like sailing-
boats; Meaulnes is Robinson Crusoe about to embark on his
great adventure, or he is a sailor keeping watch at night;
Meaulnes and Yvonne are like passengers on a boat adrift at
sea; the wind roars like a torrent, a waterfall or an over¬
flowing river; the sound of the wind resembles the moans of a
shipwrecked victim; and adventure is like a tidal wave whose
ruins have been washed ashore; boredom is portrayed like a
dreary rainy afternoon or yellow water flowing slowly down
a gully.
There is a second aspect that is interesting to note in
Alain-Fournier's writings. It is his ability to create images
that are not drawn from the liquid sphere. Some of these
images also seem to reflect certain experiences in his life.
For example, his analogies of birds and their habits and the
wind blowing across the prairie reflect his rural background;
his description of a soldier standing guard or an officer's
harsh voice is indicative of his military experience.
Another characteristic of Alain-Fournier's writing is
his preference for a simple and uncomplicated style. His
analogies may be viewed in two different ways. They may be
examined without reference to context or without reference to
the purpose they serve. From this point of view they cannot
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equal the depth and complexity of those of Andre Gide/ Jean-
Paul Sartre or Albert Camus, If observed in context, however,
some serve a mere ornamental purpose; others are carefully
interwoven into the plot.
Although there are many similes and metaphors in
Alain-Pournier's writings—many of which are interesting and
original—even the best of them would hardly place Alain-
Fournier in the class of great image-makers of French litera¬
ture.
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